
It Really Works!

PROBLEM – Reasons for 
cold and draughty floors
Free flow of air under the home is important for health  
and safety. 

That same air can penetrate the floorboards in to the home 
causing unwelcome cold floors and draughts in the  
living space.

Turning up the thermostat is not only costly but the hot air 
rises, still leaving cold floors and uncomfortable chilly feet.

Standards for underfloor insulation were lower in park 
homes years ago. Traditional insulation materials degenerate 
over time. This all contributes to increased air gaps and 
reduced heat retention.

SOLUTION - How the  
PHCS SnuggerFLOOR 
system works 
 
PCHS SnuggerFLOOR is the only fully bonded and 
sealed underfloor insulation system. 

Bonded and sealed, SnuggerFLOOR provides a complete 
additional layer under the home to eliminate air gaps and 
draughts, whilst still allowing for free air flow beneath.

PHCS never uses tape as a sealant. This is a short term fix 
due to loss of adhesion in a damp and dusty environment, 
with no insulation value.

SnuggerFLOOR materials, exclusive to PHCS, are 
of superior quality to ensure maximum insulation 
performance for lasting sustained duration.

SnuggerFLOOR does not deteriorate shrink, suffer 
moisture damage and is rodent resistant. 

The design meets health and safety conditions, is Class 1 
fire retardant, and allows for ease of access to pipes and 
wiring under the home. 

It starts from the bottom up. Heat rises so unless draughts 
underneath the home are addressed, there is always a 
likelihood of nippiness around the floors and in the air. PHCS 

SnuggerFLOOR provides you the opportunity to turn down 
the thermostat, reduce fuel bills and sit back in the comfort of a 
warmer and cosier home!

If you are suffering cold floors, draughts and chilly feet then it 
might be time to consider the highly commended and leading 
PHCS SnuggerFLOOR underfloor insulation.

“I had PHCS SnuggerFLOOR 
installed in July 2016. I thought it 
would be a good idea, especially  
if I could lower my fuel bill.
I can say it absolutely works! I only 
have a gas fire in my lounge with 
radiators elsewhere. All through the 
winter months I hardly had the gas 
fire on. The whole house just stayed 
warm all the time. Plus happily I can 
report the gas bill has reduced!”

Jenny Robinson,  
Clearways Mobile Home Park

“The warmth is amazingly 
different! Before I had PHCS 

SnuggerFLOOR I had a very cold 
backroom and cold draughts in the 
bedroom. Literally I could feel an 
immediate difference as the system 
was being fitted!  Now the draughts 
have vanished.  
I don’t have the heating on as 
high, or for so long, even in the 
colder spells. I even notice the noise 
reduction. Really pleased I had 
PHCS SnuggerFLOOR installed. 
You couldn’t ask for a better team 
too, they are exceptional!”

Heather Scarbro,  
Stone Valley Court
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Group Presentations
Are you and some of your neighbours interested to find out more about 
PHCS SnuggerFLOOR?

Why not arrange for PHCS to visit you as a group on site? It will give 
you the opportunity to get to know PHCS and SnuggerFLOOR better, 
ask as many questions as you’d like,  
in the company of friends and neighbours. It’s free too!

“At Broadway Park we are very careful which suppliers we 
liaise with. In 2015 we invited PHCS to do a group presentation 
about SnuggerFLOOR underfloor insulation. It was an ideal 
setting for our residents to meet PHCS and understand the 
SnuggerFLOOR system, without feeling  any pressure.
Since then we have many residents who are benefitting from 
the SnuggerFLOOR installation and continue to praise the 
services of PHCS”

Graham Fripp, Park Manager

Graham and Sandra Fripp

The PHCS team is both friendly and 
professional working to high standards. 
They are very experienced in all types of 
park homes. Always respectful of customer 
environment and work with minimum 
disruption. 

As PHCS SnuggerFLOOR is bespoke 
to your home, PHCS always carries out 
a site visit to meet and chat with you in 
person, explain the system and check under 
your home. PHCS will always provide a 
written quotation prior to any works being 
undertaken.

PHCS is QICA certified and comes with a 
10 year guarantee. 

It REALLY Works!

Oxfordshire: 0118 984 3107
Northamptonshire: 0333 456 3056

info@parkhomechassis.co.uk

www.parkhomechassis.co.uk
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